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ABSTBACT 
Using a particular representation, we investigate the sets of lines in PC@, 2) 
having the property that every Point is incident with the same number n of lines of 
the set and we determine the Orbits of these sets under PSL(4,2). The main case 
(n = 3), p rt’ 1 m a ICU ar, has been studied before by Bussemaker and Seidel. While they 
use a combinatorial approach, ours has a more geometric flavor and may add some 
new details. In particular, we provide a proof that the five types of sets with n = 3 
given by them exhaust all possibilities. We also consider parallelisms. 
1. SPREADS AND WAFFLES 
A set of mutually skew lines in PG(3,2> will be called a skew set. A 
spread is a skew set of 5 lines; it is a partition of the 15 Points into lines. A 
parallelism is a set of 7 mutually disjoint spreads; it is a partition of the 35 
lines into spreads. 
For a line a there are 16 lines skew to a. If b is such a line, there are 9 
lines intersecting both a and b and 18 1 ines intersecting one of a and b, so 
there are 6 lines skew to a and to b. One easily sees that these six lines tan 
be called c, d, e, c’, d’, e’ such that {c, d, e} and {c’, d’, e’} are skew sets and 
that each of c, d, e intersects each of c’, d’, e’. One now tan ver-+: 
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?? Every pair of skew lines is in two spreads. 
?? Every skew set of three or four lines is in one spread. 
?? Every line is in eight spreads. 
?? There are 56 spreads. 
?? For a skew triple of lines, there are only two lines skew to all three and 
only three lines intersecting all three. 
A wafle will be a set of six lines that is the union of two skew sets 
{x, y, z) and {x’, y’, z’) such that each of x, y, z intersects each of x’, y’, z’. 
The Points of the waffle are the nine intersection Points. VVe have seen that 
every skew set {a, b) determines a waffle, which we shall cal1 the waffle ofl 
{a, b). Conversely every waffle is the waffle off a unique pair of skew lines 
(those skew to x, y, and zl. In fact, the Points of a waffle are those of a 
hyperbolic quadric (with equation equivalent to xOxl + xq xs = 0) and its 
lines form two reguli. 
2. NOTATION, VISUALIZATION, AND GROUP ACTION 
2.1. Notation and Drawings 
We fix two skew lines a and b and number their Points as a,, a2, a3 and 
b,, b,, b,. W is the waffle off {a, b) and wij denotes its Point on the line 
a,b,, i,j = 1,2,3 (note that wi. # w_ if i z T or j # s>. The line 2ui2wi3 is 
in the plane through a,, b,, an d b,, so it intersects b in b,. Likew-ise, wi3w3s 
intersects a in a2, etc. Thus the lines of W must be 
c’ := h 3 w32 2 w231 > d’ := (W2~,W~2,W33}, e’ := h 3 w22 > w13) * 
S and S’ will denote the spreads {a, b, c, d, e) and (a, b, c’, d’, e’), respec- 
tively. We shall cal1 mij the line {ai, bj, wij}. 
We draw the Points of W in a 3 X 3 array with wij in row i and column 
j. Then c, d, e and c’, d’, e’ are triples like those arising in the definition of a 
determinant with a plus sign and a minus sign, respectively. We represent 
them in the array by connecting their points. We draw the 18 lines intersect- 
ing W in two Points by connecting these two Points. This yields a vertical 
connection for lines intersecting a (like {wii, wzl, a,)> and a horizontal one 
for those intersecting b. Accordingly we shall 41, for {j, k, 1) = {1,2,3), oli 
and hil the lines {wji, wki, aJ and {w,~, wik, b,), respectively. The nine lines 
mij intersecting W in one Point are drawn as a little circle around this Point. 
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All lines, except a and b, tan thus be represented in the array and at least 
for each Point of W one tan see how many lines of a given set of lines pass 
through that Point. Note that, e.g., h,, with its endpoints in columns 1 and 3 
is skew to m2r of which the circle is in these columns, but in another row. To 
construct a spread, one avoids two circles in the same row or column, two 
connections between the same pairs of rows or columns, and a circle in a row 
(column) together with a connection between the other two rows (columns). 
See the examples below. We shall use this representation in the sequel, but 
sometimes abstain from giving all details. These tan be found in [9] and [lO]. 
2.2. Examples 
The left drawing in Figure 1 Shows the spread e, h,,, u12, mpl, rna3. The 
right drawing represents seven lines. Esch Point of W is incident with one of 
them, and each Point of a or b is incident with two of them. Together with 
a, b, and the 6 lines of W, they form a set of 15 lines, 3 through every Point. 
Apart from S and S’, this set contains four more spreads, shown in Figure 2. 
Esch line of the set is in two of these spreads. Figure 3 Shows six spreads that 
together with S form a parallelism. 
2.3. The Action of PSL(4,2) 
The collineation group PSL(4,2> has Order 20,160 = 4 * 7! and is isomor- 
phic to the altemating group As. Any four Points a,, aj on a and b,, b, on b 
tan be given the coordinates 1000, 0100, 0010, and 0001, respectively, from 
which it follows that PSL(4,2) acts transitively on the set of ordered pairs of 
skew lines, and that the stabilizer of the ordered pair (a, b) is S, X S,, 
per-muting the Points of a and those of b, independently. The spreads S and 
S’ are both preserved if these permutations have equal parity, and inter- 
changed othenvise. 
Elements of the stabilizer H = C, * (S, X S,) of the unordered pair {a, b} 
we denote by the permutations of {a,, a2, a3, b,, b,, bz} they induce, in cycle 
notation. The collineation (a,b,Xa,b,Xa,b,), for example, appears in our 
FK. 1 
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Frc. 2. 
diagram as the reflection in a diagonal; it interchanges d and e and fixes c, c’, 
d’, and e’. The reflection in the other diagonal corresponds to 
(a,b,Xa,b,Xa,b,), and (a,b,Xa,b,u,b,) rotates the diagram over 90”. H 
induces all 72 permutations of the 6 lines of W that preserve {c, d, e} or 
interchange it with {c’, d’, e’}, since only the identity leaves all 6 lines fxed. 
The stabilizer of (u, b, c) is a subgroup S, of H; it induces all permuta- 
tions of {c’, d’, e’}. The stabilizer of the ordered spread (u, b, c, d, e) is a 
subgroup Cs of H; it induces the cyclic permutations of {c’, d’, e’) and 
cyclically permutes the Points on each line of S. 
Since there are 56 .5! = 3- ’ .4 * 7! ordered spreads, the action of 
PSL(4,2> on the set of ordered spreads is transitive (“all ordered spreads are 
equivalent”) and the stabilizer Cs * S, of a spread induces all permutations of 
it. 
3. TWO DISJOINT SPREADS 
For a given spread there are 10 spreads sharing two lines with it. Since a 
line is in 8 spreads, there are 15 spreads sharing one line with it, so there are 
30 spreads disjoint from it. Take S’ as the given spread and consider the 
spread T = {d, e, mll, mz2, ms3) disjoint from it. Esch line of T intersects 
three lines of S’; the lines d and e, however, intersect the same triple 
c’, d’, e’. (See Figure 4 for T, the intersection Pattern of S’ and T and the 
bipartite intersection graph of S’ U T, which we shall cal1 B.) 
FIG. 3. 
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Fixing S’, we tan map this triple onto any other triple of S’ and {d, e) 
onto any pair from the three transversah of that triple, so the ordered pair 
(S’, T) is equivalent to 30-so to all-paus (S’, Q) with Q a spread disjoint 
from S’, and thus also to all pairs (X, Y >, X and Y disjoint spreads. 
The stabilizer of (S’, T > is the dihedral group C, X S,, acting by ai * 
a <rCij, bi ++ bmCi,, or ai e b,(+ bi * a,(,), o E S,. The stabilizer of {S’, T} is 
a group C, X C, X Sa; one of its elements works out as the reflection in c of 
the intersection Pattern in the figure. S’ U T contains no spreads other than 
S’ and T (there are but two stable 5-sets in the intersection graph), so its 
stabilizer is the same as that of {S’, T) and there are f * 56.30 = 840 of 
these Sets. 
Finally, we note that S’ U T determines the line c which is the only line 
that forms a spread with four lines from S’ U T. 
We summarize with the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. For evey spread X in PG(3,2) there are 30 spreads 
disjoint from it. All ordered pairs ( X, Y ) of disjoint spreads are equivabnt 
under PSL(4,2). For such a pair, X and Y are the only spreads in X U Y and 
there is a unique line forming a spread with four lines from X U Y. There are 
840 sets of 10 lines consisting of two spreads. 
4. SETS OF 5i LINES, i THROUGH EVERY POINT 
We state a few lemmas giving other characterizations of such Sets. 
LEMMA 2. Let L be a set of lines in PG(3,2). Evey Point is incident 
with i lines of L if and only if evey plane contains i lines of L. 
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Proof. If every Point is on i lines of L, then L has 3-l * 15 * i = 5i 
lines. Since through the eight Points off a given plane there must go 
2-l * 8 * i = 4i lines of L, i lines of L are in that plane. The converse by 
dualization. ??
[A similar proof y-ields a more general weil-known Statement about 
d-dimensional subspaces in PG(n, 9).] 
LEMMA 3. For a set L of 10 lines in PG(3,2), the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(a) Evey Point is on two lines of L. 
(b) Evey line of L is intersected by at most three other Eines of L. 
If L sati.$es these conditions, then the three lines of L intersecting a given 
line of L ferm a skew set. 
Proof. That (b) follows from (a) is trivial. Assume (b). There are 30 pairs 
( p, m) with p a Point on the line m of L, so it suffces to show that every 
Point is on at most two lines of L. Suppose, on the contrary, that x is a Point 
on three lines l,, l,, 1, of L. If these are coplanar, then any of the other seven 
lines will intersect at least one of them, so one of them is intersected by at 
least three of the seven lines, so by at least five lines of L, a contradiction. If 
the 1, are not in a plane, then there is one plane V through x that contains 
none of the 1,. Of the other seven hnes, at most three intersect one of the li, 
so four of them are in V, but not through x, so intersecting each other in the 
six Points # x of V. The other three must intersect V in x, again a 
contradiction. The last assertion follows from (a) and the previous lemma. w 
LEMMA 4. For a set L of 15 lines in PG(3,2), the following conditions 
are equivalent : 
(a) Evey Point is on three lines of L 
(b) Evey line of L is intersected by at most six other lines of L. 
Proof. As above we only have to prove, assuming (b), that no Point is 
incident with four lines of L. So suppose that x is incident with four lines of 
L. If 3 of these are in a plane, then the other 11 each intersect at least 1 of 
them, so 1 of them is intersected by at least 4 of them, so by at least 7 lines of 
L, a contradiction. This also Shows that there is no fifth line of L through x, 
since then there would be three in a plane. So we have six planes through x, 
each containing two of the four lines; the seventh plane V contains none of 
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them. The remaining 11 lines each are in precisely one plane through X, say 
r of them in V. Then r < 4, but since the other 11 - r lines each intersect 
two of the four lines through X, also 2(11 - T) I 12. There is no such T. ??
5. SETS OF 10 LINES, 2 THROUGH EACH POINT. 
PETERSEN SYSTEMS 
Let L be such a set and G its intersection graph. G is regular of degree 3 
and has no 3-cycles, since L has no three lines through a Point or in a plane, 
by Lemma 2. We distinguish two cases. 
First suppose that G has a 4-cycle l,, l,, l,, l,, 1, (a nonvoid case, see the 
graph B in Figure 4). The lines li form a skew quadrilateral, so its vertices 
are four points in general Position and we may suppose them to be 
a,, b,, a2, b,. Then Z, = m,,, 1, = rnzl, 1, = mz2, and 1, = m,2. The plane 
through a,, a2, and b, contains a3, w13, wz3, and ws3. It contains none of 
the li, so L must contain its two lines not through a, or a2: 1, = mS3 = 
{a3, b,, w3J and 1, = us3 = {a3,wr3, w&. Likewise the plane through b,, 
b,, and a3 contains Es and 1, = h,, = {b,, wgl, ws2}. The lines l,, l,, . . . , l7 
cover every Point once or twice, so the three remaining lines of L must 
contain the nine Points covered only once. These are the Points wij of the 
waffle W, so the three lines must be c, d, e or c’, d’, e’. The collineation 
(a,a,) interchanges these triples (sec Section 2.3) and leaves invariant 
111, l,, . . . > Z7}. So there is only one Orbit, consisting of the Unions of two 
disjoint spreads (Section 3). We have also proved that the four lines of every 
skew quadrilateral are in two sets of this type. Moreover every set of lines 
with intersection graph B is such a set, as follows from Lemma 3. 
Next suppose that G has no 4-cycles. Then it is the Petersen graph and it 
has 5-cycles. Take such a 5-cycle Z,, Z,, Z,, Z,, Z,, 1,. Let xi be the intersection 
Point of 1. and Zi + 1 m ices mod 5). The xi are five Points in general 
position, SO we tan asclJe x . 
’ 
=a =a = b = b and x,~ = 
wsl, and then 1, = a, 1, = mz2, 1, f 11: 1, =‘iLQt wj2ftL3~j = hzi, and l,s = 
{ a,, wzl, wJ1l = ull. There are five Points not on any of the li: w12, w13, wll, 
wz3, and w33. The second line of L through a3 on 1, does not intersect any 
other Zi (this would give a 3-cycle or a 4-cycle in G), so it contains two of 
these five Points and must be 1, = {a3, w13, w2,} = va3. Likewise, we find 
17 = {w11,w22, ~331 = c, 1s = {bi, ~12, ~1s) = hl,, 1s = 1~11, ~32, w23} = c’, 
and Zl, = ~ql,w12, ~33) = d’. Now indeed these 10 lines cover every Point 
twice and their intersection graph is the Petersen graph (otherwise it would 
be B, which has no 5-cycles). So sets of this type exist and they form one 
Orbit. They are called Peter-Sen Systems and contain no spreads, since the 
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Petersen graph has no stable 5-Sets. Figure 5 Shows the intersection Pattern 
of a Petersen System. 
Note that every set of 10 lines having the Petersen graph as its intersec- 
tion graph is a Petersen System, by Lemma 3. We have seen that every set of 
live lines with the 5-cycle as its intersection graph is in one Petersen System. 
The number of such sets is that of the sequences of live Points in general 
Position, taken modulo cyclic shifts and reversion, so it is 10-’ * 15 * 14 * 12 * 
8 = 2016. Since a Petersen graph has 12 5-cycles, there are 168 Petersen 
Systems. The stabilizer of a Petersen System has Order I68-r * 4 * 7! = 5! and 
induces the full automorphism group of its intersection graph, since the 
identity automorphism is induced by the identity collineation only. 
We summarize with the following theorem: 
THEOREM 5. The sets of 10 lines in PG(3,2>, 2 through each Point, 
ferm 2 Orbits undm PSL(4,2). One consists of the 840 sets that are the Union 
of two disjoint spreads or, equivalently, the sets of lines with intersection 
graph B; they contain no other spreads. The other consists of the 168 
Petersen Systems, i.e., the sets with the Petersen graph as their intersection 
graph; they contain no spreads. 
6. THREE DISJOINT SPREADS 
Let Sr, S,, S, be three disjoint spreads. We may suppose that S, = S’ 
and S, = T, as in Section 3. 
6.1. First Case 
First suppose that S, contains the particular line c. S, is one of the 
spreads in Figure 6. 
FIG. 5. 
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FIG. 6. 
The collineation (a,a,a,Xb,b,b,) in the stabilizer of (S’,T) permutes 
them cyclically. Take the first one as S, and let X be the intersection graph 
of S, U S, U S,. A fourth spread in S, U S, U S, has at most two lines in 
common with each of the Si, so the stable Ei-Set in X corresponding to it has 
three or four Points in the subgraph B of X. These Points form a maximal 
stable set in B, since for a set of three skew hnes there are only two lines 
skew to all three. The unique stable 4-set in B indeed forms the spread S 
with c from S,. Of the six maximal stable S-Sets in B, only two tan be 
completed to a spread by lines from Sa, namely, {c’, e’, m3J by mr2 and m,, 
and id’, m,, , m,J by 033 and h,,. These three spreads are disjoint too. Cal1 
them S,, S,, and S,, respectively. 
S, contains two lines from S,, two hnes from S,, and one line from S,, 
which we express by the Symbol 44556. For S, and S, we have 44566 and 
45566, respectively. From this we see that for (i, j, k} = {1,2,3}, as well as 
for {i, j, k) = {4,5,6}, the particular line that forms a spread with two lines 
from Si and two hnes from Sj is in S, and is the unique ,hne in S, n S,_k. It 
follows that the ordered triple (Sr, S,, Sa> is equival&t to all 12 ordered 
triples one tan form from {Sr, S,, S,} or (S,, Ss, S,}. Since there are 56 * 30 * 
3 = 5040 ordered triples of this type, we find an Orbit of length 12-’ - 5040 
= 420. 
We note that the three particular lines (which are c, m33, and d’) are 
concurrent (in w=) and coplanar (they intersect hJ. Since there are 105 of 
such triples, each has this particular role in four of our Sets. We shall meet 
them again in Section 11. 
6.2. Second Case 
Again let S, = S’ and S, = T, but now suppose S, does not contain c. 
Then it contains no line of W, so it has four lines containing two Points of W 
and one line containing one Point of W, the latter not being rnll, mz2, or 
m33 (in T). Th e s a i t b’li zer of (S’, T) is transitive on (wr2, wr3, wZ1, wZ3, w3r, 
wZ2}, so we tan take that line as m13. Then there are but two possibilities for 
S,, shown in Figure 7. 
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These are equivalent by (a,b,Xa,b,Xa,b,). Taking the first one as Sa, 
one easily Checks that S, U S, U S, contains no fourth spread (as before use 
the maximal stable sets in B). We have one Orbit containing 6-l * 56 .30 * 12 
= 3360 of these Sets. 
We summarize with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. The sets of 15 lines in PG(3,2) that are the union of three 
spreads ferm two Orbits uno!er PSL(4,2). One has length 420 and consists of 
the sets that are the union of three spreads in two ways; they contain six 
spreads. The other has length 3360 and its elements contain no fourth spread. 
COROLLARY 7. The union of three disjoint spreads does not contain a 
Peter-Sen System. 
Proof. The complement of a Petersen System would be a spread, but the 
complement of a spread is the Union of two spreads. ??
7. OTHER SETS OF 15 LINES, 3 THROUGH EACH POINT, 
CONTAINING A SPREAD 
LEMMA 8. Let P be a Petersen System in PG(3,2). There are 11 spreads 
disjoint from P. Zf Q is such a spread, then evey spread R # Q in P U Q 
shares four lines with P and (P U Q) \ R is a Petersen System. 
Proof. The intersection graph G of P has 5 maximal stable 4-sets and 10 
maximal stable 3-Sets, so there are 15 spreads that share 4 or 3 lines with P. 
Since a stable 2-set is contained in a stable 4-set and in a stable 3-set, and two 
skew lines are in precisely two spreads, there is no spread sharing two lines 
with P. Since a line is in 8 spreads and a Point of G is in 5 maximal stable 
Sets, there are 30 spreads sharing 1 line with P, so there are 11 spreads 
disjoint from P. Let Q be such a spread and R another spread in P U Q. 
Since P contains no spreads, R shares one or two lines with Q. In the second 
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case, the three lines it shares w-ith P would form a stable S-Set in G. Either 
this set is part of a stable 4-set, but then that fourth line would be skew to 
three lines of R, or it is maximal, but then it consists of the endpoints of a 
claw and the three lines would have a transversal in P apart from the three 
transversals they have in Q. Both are impossible. The last assertion follows 
from Corollary 7. ??
Let L be a set of 15 Points, 3 through each Point, containing a spread Q 
but not being the Union of 3 spreads. Then L \ Q is a Petersen System 
(Theorem 5). By Lemma 8 such sets exist. All Petersen Systems being 
equivalent we may suppose L \ Q to be that of Section 5. Its lines, apart 
from a and b, are presented in the left array in Figure 8. 
First suppose that Q is the spread {mir, ma3, e’, us2, h,,} (second array). 
Every skew 4-set in P is completed to a spread by one of the lines of Q, so 
by Lemma 8, P U Q contains precisely six spreads. 
Now suppose Q to be one of the other 10 spreads disjoint from P. Three 
of them are presented in Figure 8. P is left invariant by the Klein group 
generated by the collineations (alb,Xa,b,Xa,b,) and (u,u,Xb,b,) (reflec- 
tion in the diagonal and rotation over 180” of the array, respectively). 
Applying the group to the three spreads in Figure 8 gives four, four, and two 
spreads, respectively, disjoint from P. Esch contains only one line that forms 
a spread with 4 lines from P, so if T is one of these 10 spreads, the set 
P U T contains but 2 spreads (by Lemma 8) and it is not equivalent to the 
previous sets P U Q. Since the stabilizer of P is transitive on its 5 skew 4-sets 
(Section 5, end), the 10 pairs (P, T) (already equivalent in groups of 4, 4, 
and 2) must all be equivalent. 
The 168 Petersen Systems yield 6- ’ * 168 = 28 sets of the &-st kind and 
2- ’ * 1680 = 840 of the second kind. 
We summarize with the following theorem. 
THEOREM 9. The sets of 15 lines in PG(3,2>, 3 through euch Point, thut 
contuin u spreud, but ure .not the union of 3 spreuds, ferm two Orbits undzr 
PSL(4,2). One consists of the sets thut ure the Union of u Petersen System und 
u spreud in six wuys; it has length 28. The other consists of the sets thut arc 
the union of a Petersen System and a spreud in two wuys; it has length 840. 
Frc. 8. 
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Details on the intersection graphs and the stabilizers of these sets tan be 
found in [9]. 
8. SETS OF 15 LINES, 3 THROUGH EACH POINT, CONTAINING 
NO SPREAD 
LEMMA 10. Let L be a set of 15 lines, 3 thruugh each Point, in 
PG(3,2). Zf L contains no spreads, then it contains a maximal skew S-Set. 
Proof. Suppose L would contain no spread and no maximal skew S-Set. 
Let x E L. Since x is intersected by six lines of L, there is a y E L skew to 
X. Since at most 12 lines of L intersect x or y, there is a z E L skew to x 
and to y. Since there are no maximal skew S-Sets, L contains a fourth line w 
of the unique spread containing {x, y, z}. Let u be the fifth line of that 
spread. Then u @ L. Let T of the remaining 11 lines of L intersect neither x 
nor y, so be transversals of z, w, and u in the waffle off {x, y}. Then r I 3, 
but r # 3 (no spread) and r # 1 (no maximal stable 3-Set). So r = 0 or 
r = 2. Likewise, with (x, w) instead of {x, y}, we find that L contains zero or 
two transversals of y, z, and u, etc. However, since L has nine lines 
intersecting u and each is a transversal of u and two lines from {x, y, z, w}, 
we have a contradiction. ??
Now let L be a set of 15 lines, 3 through each Point and containing no 
spread. By Lemma 10 and since all stable 3-sets are equivalent, we may 
suppose that {c, d, e} c L and that a and b are not in L. From the other 12 
lines of L, let n,, n2, n3 have 1,2,3 Points, respectively, in the waffle W off 
{a, b}. Then we have n3 I 3, nl + n2 + n3 = 12, and n1 + 2n, + 3n, = 18. 
However, d and e form a spread with rnrr, mz2, rna3 (that each contain a 
Point of c), and something similar goes for c and d and for c and e, so 
n1 I 6. There is but one solution: n1 = 6, np = 6, n3 = 0. The first six lines 
are represented in the array as six circles, two at the points of each of c, d, 
and e. Using (alaza3Xblbzb3), (a,b,Xa,b,Xa,b,), and (a,a,Xb,b,) in the 
stabilizer of {c, d, e), we see that we tan restritt ourselves to the five cases 
shown in Figure 9. 
FIG. 9. 
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We must add in the array three vertical connections (lines intersecting a 
and not b) and three horizontal ones. In the first case, for instance, we have 
already three lines through a,, so all vertical connections must have an 
endpoint in the first row. Likewise for the horizontal connections: only one 
has an endpoint in the first column. To achieve five incidences (apart from 
these with c, d, e, and mii> with the Points in the first column, we must put 
two vertical connections in that first column; this, however, would give four 
lines through u)ii. In a similar way we tan exclude the second and the third 
case. The fourth case tan be compieted in one way (by the three vertical 
connections between the first and the second row and the three horizontal 
ones in the third row), but two of the added lines complete {c, mis, msi} to a 
spread. The fifth case tan be completed in two ways, equivalent by reflection 
in the diagonal; see Figure 10 (in which c, d, and e are omitted). 
Consider the &-st set and cal1 it M. Figure 11 Shows that M is the Union 
of five skew 3-Sets. Esch of them is maximal (as a skew set in M) and is 
permuted cyclically by the collineation (a,a2a,Xb,b,b,). 
It follows from the above that every set Y of the kind we are considering 
is equivalent to M, by a collineation that tan be Chosen such that a given 
maximal skew 3-set in Y corresponds to (c, d, e}. In particular, by elements of 
the stabilizer of M we tan map any of the other four skew 3-sets onto 
(c, d, e}. Moreover there are no other skew S-Sets that are maximal in M. To 
prove this, it is suffcient to verify that the two lines # e in M that are skew 
to c and to d (r~ and m3i) are mutually skew and that in the set of six 
lines # d, e skew to c every two skew lines are skew to a third one or to d 
or e. 
There are 56. 10 skew triples of lines. Starting with {c, d, e} we have 
constructed M choosing one of six possibilities. So the Orbit has length 
5-l - 6 * 56 * 10 = 672 and the stabilizer of M has Order 30. It has a 
subgroup of Order 3 fting each maximal skew 3-set and the 10 permutations 
it induces on the set of these 3-sets form a dihedral group. 
We summarize with the following theorem: 
Frc. 10. 
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THEOREM 11. The sets of 15 lines in PG(3,2), 3 through each Point and 
containing no spreads, are all in one Orbit under PSL(4,2), of length 672. 
Such a set M contains precisely jve maximal skew 3-Sets. They partition the 
set. 
REMARK. The Theorems 6, 9, and 11 together classify the sets of 15 
lines, 3 through each Point (and thus, of course, also those of 20 lines, 4 
through each Point). 
9. COMPARISON TO THE BUSSEMAKER-SEIDEL DESCRIPTION 
In [3], the unordered quadruples from {a, b, c, d, e,f, g, h} represent the 
lines of PG(3,2), with the understanding that two complementary quadruples 
represent the same hne. Two lines intersect if and only the quadruples have 
precisely two letters in common. The group Ss induces 8! permutations of 
the lines that preserve intersection. (Since each 7-tuple of mutually intersect- 
ing lines consists of all lines through a Point or of all lines in a plane and 
since, if one 7-tuple through a Point is mapped onto a 7-tuple through a 
Point, the same holds for the 7-tuples through any Point, the 8! permutations 
are precisely those induced by all i * S! collineations and f - 8! correlations of 
PG(3,2). This reflects that PSL(4,2> is isomorphic to As; cf. [ll], Appendix 
1). 
In [3], abc denotes the set of the 5 lines given by the quadruples that 
contain a, b, and c and ab(c) denotes the set of 10 lines given by the 
quadruples that contain a and b, but not c. The sets of the first type are the 
spreads. A Petersen System is defined in [3] as a set of the second kind (it has 
the Petersen graph as its intersection graph). Since there are 168 of them, our 
Theorem 5 Shows that they indeed are the only sets with the Petersen graph 
as intersection graph. 
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In [3], 5 types of sets of 15 lines, 3 through each Point, are given, 
represented by: 
(a) abc U ade U ufg, the union of three spreads. 
(b) abd U bce U ucf, a diff erent combination of three spreads. 
(c) ubc U ab(c), containing six spreads (ubx, x = c, d, e, f, g, h). 
(d) bcd U ab(c), containing but one other spread ubd. 
(e) The set of lines xyuw, x, y E (u, b, c} and v, w consecutive in the 
sequence d, e, f, g, h, d. It contains no spreads. 
It is trivial that sets of the same type arc. equivalent under As and thus 
form a complete Orbit. In [3], the fact that the intersection graphs have 
different numbers of triangles (given as 23, 28, 15, 27, and 30, respectively) is 
used to prove that (the intersection graphs of) sets of different type are 
nonisomorphic. It is easy to see the correspondence with the Orbits we have 
found [verify that the set in (a) tan also be written as bch U deh Ufgh, so 
contains six spreads, that in case (b) there is no fourth spread, and that the set 
in (d) is the same as ubd U ed(u).] It is also an easy calculation to show that 
the types contain 480, 3360, 28, 840, and 672 Sets, respectively. 
10. THE ASSOCIATION SCHEME OF SPREADS 
In this section we mainly state some results, referring to [5] for properties 
of association schemes and to [9] for details and proofs. Two spreads in 
PG(3,2) share 0, 1, or 2 lines. On the set of spreads, we define relations Bi, 
i = 0, 1,2,3, as follows. For spreads A and B, let AR,B if A = B and 
ARi B with i > 0 if I A n BI = 3 - i. We have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 12. Let A, B, C, D be spreuds in PG(3,2), with 1 A n BI = IC 
n DI. Then there is u collineution mupping A onto C und B onto D. 
It follows that the R, define a symmetric association scheme on the set of 
spreads, i.e., there are numbers P_,!~, ,i, j, k E (0, 1,2,3), with the property: if 
ARI B, then there are precisely pfk spreads C with ARjC and BR,C 
( p,fk = pLj>. We have phj = 
j = 1,2,3, respectively. 
aij and, for all i, Ck pjk = pjo, = 10, 15,30, for 
Using the lemma and our representation we have calculated: 
Pl1 7 1 =o Pl2 7 1 ~6 Pl3 > 1 =3 P22 ’ 1 =() P23 ’ 1 cg P33 ’ =18, 
Pl1 > 2 =4 pF2 = 0, p;3 = 6, p;g = 6, ~83 = 8, ~323 = 16, 
Pl1 1 3 Zl p;2 = 3, pl3 = 6, p;2 = 4, P23- ’ 3 -8 P33 3 =15. 
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The four 56 X 56 matrices describing the Bi span a commutative algebra, 
the Bose-Mesner algebra of the association scheme. It is isomorphic to the 
algebra spanned by the matrices L., j = 0, 1,2,3, with Lj(i, k) = pik. Esch 
of these has as eigenvectors the CO umns of i
300 
E = i $ 420 105 ’ ;; 1;; -4; . 
15 -50 42 -7, 
For i = 0, 1,2,3, the EPILjE are Z, diag(l0,3, - 1, -6), diag(l5,1, -3,7), 
and diag(30, - 5,3, - 2), respectively. The two so-called intersection matrices 
of the scheme are the matrix having the spectra of the Lj as columns and 
15-‘E. 
11. PARALLELISMS OF TWO TYPES 
Spreads exist in PG(n, 4) if and only if n is odd; see [6]. Parallelisms exist 
if n = 3 (sec [7]), if n + 1 1s a p ower of 2 (sec [2]), and if 4 = 2 and 12 is odd 
(sec [l]). In [7], one reads about PG(3,2) that “ . . . this is just the case about 
which everything is already known.” This remark is based on the combinato- 
rial Paper [4] that, without proofs, deals with what now is known as resolvable 
designs 2-(15,3,1>. Th e subject is also taken up in [8], but it still seems 
worthwhile to reconsider it. Among other things, the question (of W. A. M. 
Jansen, private communication) is answered whether a parallelism is a Fano 
plane in a natura1 way. 
We recall that every ordered pair (X, Y > of spreads is equivalent to 
(S’, T > (Section 3) and that there is a particular line forming a spread with 
two lines from X and Y each. We shall denote this line by Z(X, Y ). In Figure 
4 we see how S’ and T intersect. (If we number the Points in an arbitrary 
way, we find two partitions of {I,2, . . . , 15) into five triples. These partitions 
form a pair of which the “lacing” is called of type (Y in [4]. There are also 
pairs with a lacing of another type ß; since they do not correspond to pairs of 
disjoint spreads, resolvable designs having such pairs do not correspond to 
parallelisms.) 
In Order to extend the pair (S’, T} to a parallelism, we first look for a 
spread that contains c = i(S’, T). From Section 6.1 we derive the following 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 13. If X and Y are disjoint spreads, there are precisely three 
spreads 2 disjoint from X and Y with l(X, Y > E 2. Al2 triples ( X, Y, Z) of 
disjoint spreads with l(X, Y) E Z are equivalent. For such a ttiple we haue 
l(Y, Z) E X and l(Z, X) E Y. These three particular lines are concurrent and 
coplanar. 
An (unordered) triple {X, Y, Zl of disjoint spreads with Z( X, Y > E Z we 
shall cal1 a special triple. 
We now take R = {c, rn12, rntl, h,,, VJ (the left one of Figure 6) as our 
third spread and try to extent {S’, T, R} to a parallelism. We have left 20 
lines: 4 lines of m-type, 8 of h-type, and 8 of v-type. To cover properly the 
Points of a and b each new spread should contain one m-line, two h-lines, 
and two v-lines. The spread containing rn13 must contain h,, or h,, (through 
b,), h,, or h,, (through b,), vzl or v2a, and us1 or vss. There are only two 
possibilities: A, and A, below. One easily verifies that there is for each of 
these but one way to complete the parallelism, as follows: 
4 = {m13,h21,h32,v22,v31} A2 = {m13,h22,h31,v21,v32} 
Bl = Im31,h13,h22,v12,v2,) B2 = {w > hl2 ) h2,, 01~) v2A 
Cl = {m23,h12,h,l,vll,v32) C2 = {m23,hll~h32~vlz~v31} 
4 = Im32,hlllh2,,v21,vl,} D2 = {m32, h13~h21Tv113v2J. 
We shall cal1 these parallelisms PAR 1 and PAR 11, respectively. (In Figure 3 
one recognizes A,, B,, C,, and D,, in another parallelism.) Starting with S’ 
and T we have found three parallelisms equivalent to PAR I and three 
equivalent to PAR 11. 
REMARK. In both cases, the collineation (ala,a&b,b,b,) cyclically 
permutes the three possibilities for R, thus also the three parallelisms (sec 
Section 6.1). 
Since there are 1680 ordered pairs of spreads and each parallelism arises 
from 42 of them, there are 240 parallelisms in PG(3,2). Every special triple is 
in two of them, one equivalent to PAR 1 and the other to PAR 11. 
Now either all para.llelisms are equivalent or there are two Orbits of length 
120. In the first case the Order of the stabilizer of a parallelism would be 84. 
Consider the Klein group generated by the collineations g, = 
(a,b,Xa,b,Xa,bJ and g, = (a,a,Xb,b,). It is the stabilizer of (S’, T, R). 
So the group that maps (S’, T, R) onto (S’, T, R) or (T, S’, R) has Order 8. 
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It is generated by g,, g,, and the collineation g, corresponding to the 
reflection in c in Figure 4. However, g,(m,,) = msi and g,(h,,) = oi2, so 
g, leaves invariant PAR 1. The same holds for g, and g, [g,(m,,) = mss, 
g,(h,r) = h,,, g,(mrs) = uZ2, and g,(h,,) = h,,], so the stabilizer of PAR 1, 
hating a subgroup of Order 8, cannot have Order 84. We tan conclude with 
the following theorem: 
THEOREM 14. The parallelisms of PG(3,2) form two Orbits under 
PSL(4,2), each of length 120. Evey special trtple (X, Y, Z} of spreads is 
contained in precisely one parallelism from each Orbit. Zf {X, Y, Z) and 
{X’, Y’, Z’} are special triples in the parallelisms W and W’, respectively, in 
the same Orbit, then there are precisely four collineations mapping W onto 
W’ such that X, Y, Z are mapped onto X’, Y’, Z’, in this order-. The stabilizer 
of a parallelism has order- 168. 
We shall cal1 the parallelisms in the Orbit of PAR 1 and PAR 11, 
respectively, of type Z and type ZZ, respectively. 
REMARK. Determining the images of msi, ms3, and ms2 under g, and 
g, Shows that the stabilizer of (S’, T, R) acts as a Klein group on both 
(Ai,..., Di} and {A,,..., DZ}. It follows that no element z id in the 
stabilizer of PAR 1 or PAR 11 induces the trivial Permutation of the seven 
spreads. 
Correlations map parallelisms onto parallelisms. As we shall see next, they 
interchange the two Orbits. 
12. PARALLELISMS AS FAN0 PLANES 
THEOREM 15. Taking the spreads of a parallelism as Points and the 
special triples in it as lines, we get a Fano plane. The stabilizer in PSLi4,2) of 
the parallelism induces the collineation group of that Fano plane and is 
faithfully represented by it. 
Proof. Taking the special triples as blocks we get a 2-(7,3,1> design, so a 
Fano plane. By definition of l(X, Y >, e ements 1 of the stabilizer map special 
triples onto special triples, and so induce collineations. This representation 
has a trivial kerne1 (sec the Remark above) and both groups have Order 168. 
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We list the special triples of PAR 1 and for each give the particular lines, 
in the Order X, Y, Z, Z(Y, Z), Z(Z, X), Z(X, Y): 
S’ T R d m33 c 
S’ A, D, d’ h,, 013 
S’ B, C, d v23 h 31 
T 4 Cl m33 h h3, 32 
T 4 D, m33 %3 013 
R 4 4 c h32 023 
R Cl D, c h3, 013. 
(To check the fourth line, for instance, m33 is in T and forms a spread with 
the lines of A, and C, that it does not intersect, h,, is in A, . . . .) 
It is remarkable that for any spread X in PAR 1 all three special triples 
{X, Y, Z} yield th e same line I(Y, Z) in X. Moreover, these seven lines are 
concurrent (in Wut). Since for a special triple {X, Y, Z} the lines 
Z(X, Y ), Z(Y, Z), Z(Z, X) are coplanar, mapping every spread of PAR 1 onto 
its line through w33 is a projective map from PAR 1 (as a Fano plane) onto 
the pencil in wss. Now a correlation will map PAR 1 onto a parallelism for 
which the coplanar and concurrent triples will be in one plane, and which 
consequently is in the other Orbit. The plane with PAR 11 is that containing 
8, m33, and c through w33. We have the next theorem: 
THEOREM 16. Zf W is a parallelism of type Z (type ZZ), there is a unique 
Point h (a unique plane H) with the foZZowing propetiies: 
(i) For evey spread X and evey special triple (X, Y, Z) of W, the Zine of 
X through h (on H) is Z(Y, Z). 
(ii) Mapping evey spread of W onto its Zine thruugh h (on H) is a 
projective map from W, as a Fano plane, onto the pencil in h (the dual of H 1. 
Moreover, the Point h and the plane H for the two parallelisms sharing a 
special triple are incident. 
For a special triple {X, Y, Z} the Point on and the plane through 
l( X, Y >, Z(Y, Z), RZ, X) (so the Point h and the plane H are as in the 
theorem for the two parallelisms containing {X, Y, Z}) shall be called the 
central Point and the central plane of (X, Y, Z). (The existente of a Point or a 
plane invariant under the stabilizer of a parallelism, found implicit in [4], is 
used in [7] to prove that there are two Orbits.) 
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There is another way to define the central Point and the central plane of a 
special triple, as is shown by the following theorem, which is proved by 
inspection of S’, T, R. 
THEOREM 17. Let (X, Y, 2) be a special trtple. The three lines of 
X U Y U Z through a Point p are coplanar if and only (f p is in the central 
plane of { X, Y, Z). Th e y are in that plane if and only if p is the central Point. 
REMARK. Applying one of the four collineations that leave invariant X, 
Y, and Z one gets a dual Statement. 
13. NONSPECIAL TRIPLES AND QUADRUPLES OF SPREADS 
IN PARALLELISMS 
THEOREM 18. Evey triple of disfoint spreads in PG(3,2) is in precisely 
two parallelisms, one of euch type. 
Proof. For special triples, see Theorem 14. There are 3360 nonspecial 
disjoint triples, all equivalent (Theorem 6). Since there are 28 = 120-’ * 3360 
of them in a parallelism, each of them must occur in precisely one of the 120 
parallelisms of each type. ??
If X and Y are disjoint spreads, there are three parallelisms of a give type 
that contain X and Y (sec Section 11). By the theorem, each spread A such 
that {X, Y, A} is a nonspecial disjoint triple is in precisely one of them, so 
there are precisely 12 such spreads. Applying, if necessary, a correlation and a 
collineation, we tan take X = S’, Y = T, and PAR 1 as one of the three 
parallelisms. Then Ai, Bi, C,, D, as in Section 11 are 4 of these 12 spreads; 
the others one gets by applying g := (a,a,a,Xb,b,b,) and its Square. Now a 
quadruple of disjoint spreads containing a special triple is equivalent to 
{S’, T, R, A,} (sec the last Remark in Section 11) so we have the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 19. A quadruple of disjoint spreads containing a special triple 
is contained in precisely one parallelism of each type. 
For a nonspecial triple, we tan take, without loss of generahty, (S’, T, A,}. 
PAR 1 is the unique parallelism of type 1 containing it. It has only one other 
spread not forming a special triple with two spreads from {S’, T, A,} (Fan0 
plane; in fact, this spread is Bi). In g({A,, B,, C,, Oil) and 
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g”({A,, B,, C,, D,l) only g2C, and g2D, appear to be disjoint from A,, but 
they contain h,, = l(T, A,) and u13 = l(S’, A,), respectively. We come to 
the following conclusion. 
THEOREM 20. L.et {X, Y, 2) be a nonspecial disjoint triple of spreads in 
PG(3,2). There is a unique spread W disjoint from X, Y, and Z such that 
(X, Y, 2, W} contains no special triple. This quadruple is in precisely two 
parallelisms, one of euch type. 
(This explains that in [4] the first two examples of resolvable 2-(15,3, 1) 
designs (the “geometrical” ones) share 4 “columns.“) 
COROLLARY 21. All quadruples containing no special triples are equiva- 
lent. 
In Section 6.1 we have Seen that for a special triple {X, Y, Z}, there is a 
unique second partition X’ U Y’ U Z’ of X U Y U 2 into spreads, where 
{X’, Y ‘,.Z’} is also a special triple. Applying the theorem to the complement 
of {X, Y, Z} we see the next corollary. 
COROLLARY 22. lf in a parallelism a special triple is replaced by the 
special triple having the same Union, one gets a parallelism of the other type. 
The set of 12 spreads 2 for which {S’, T, 2) is not special is partitioned 
into 3 quadruples, each in one of the parallelisms PAR 1, g(PAR I), and 
g2(PAR 1); likewise with PAR 11. We remark that a quadruple of the first 
partition intersects one of the second partition in 0 or 2 spreads [in particular, 
PAR 11 contains A, = g(L),), B, = g(C,>, C, = g2(B,>, and D, = g2(A1)]. 
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